Solulab Crypto Exchange
Cryptocurrency transactions are recorded on the lockchain technology a slow but most reliable
database. This leads to a Decentralized Exchange . By building a Cryptocurrency Exchange for
your company, you can grab an advantage of the Billion dollar revolution that’s taking place
right now. Once you get to know the way Crypto- Exchanges work, it would deepen your
understanding on Crypto Buyer-seller Trade Behavior.
Solulab Inc. is a Cryptocurrency Exchange Development Company that pioneers in developing
a complete Cryptocurrency Exchange Software to facilitate secure and fast transactions.
Our team of experienced Blockchain Developers will build you Customized and Scalable
Cryptocurrency Exchange Platform with a high focus on security, connectivity, and realiablety.
Be a part of the revolution through Cryptocurrency Exchange Development. Let's walk hand-inhand towards success!
However, building a dedicated Crypto Exchange Software from scratch is a tedious process
since involvement of heavy costs are involved during designing, development and testing
stages.
With our Ccryptocurrency Exchange Software, you would receive State-of-the-art Platform for
Exchange that is completely customized as per your requirements. Furthermore, our cuttingedge Digital Asset Exchange Software coupled with top of the line security features offers stellar
performance for worry-free transactions. Our cryptocurrency exchange solutions are designed
to help you save on crucial time and unforeseen costs.
We provide highly secured, fully scalable and efficient solutions at a reasonable cost. We use
cutting edge technology to develop our software with state-of-the-arts tools.

The SoluLlab Exchange is a Multi Crypto Currency Exchange designed to quickly make
functional an exchange with crypto currencies of your choice. This is offered as SSAS in the
cloud to minimise the gestation period. You can configure exchange rate changes, service
charges, company profile and many other things.
Moreover, it provides API integration with all popular crypto currencies and fiat currencies.
KYC will be provided by third party integration to make the KYC process quick and reliable.
KYC process verification, deposit/withdrawal price, and simultaneously allowing trading between
various cryptocurrencies.
This solution is designed to meet the regulation and can be customised to meet your specific

needs and requirements of country specific regulations.
We will make a full crypto exchange operational at very affordable cost for you.

